The Truth Behind Why People
Are Scarde Of Changes In An
Economic Microclimate
What does the world have against MLMs?Join the fightThe Rogue
Project

Can Using Amway For Charitable Funding Really Work?
World Wide Dream Builders
On the sufface MLM’s get a bad rap. I want to take the time to
talk about why. I researched on the web like everyone does and
I found nothing good and I mean 0 good reveiws for Amway.
It is looking like I have to quite #Worldwide Dream Builders.
I want it to work but I am spending too much on gas to meet
the demands for my side of the agreement. If I have to recruit
and not just use the products and sell retail, I am out!
Last night I realized that World Wide Dream Builders was
nichle and diming me into bankruptcy or so I thought. I don’t
have enough gas to get to work, but they want me to hear the
same thing on over and over again. Driving 30 miles out of my
way to here the plan that I have heard over and over again
seems redundant to say the least. I am seeing why the plan
doesn’t work for a lot of people. But in a world’s population
as dense as we have 100% bad reviews says someone is playing
with the search algorithm.
I also fond it disturbing how the Independent Business Owners
(IBO’s) seem to have even less time to live then before they
signed up with Amway. It also disturbs me that outside of
Amway I have heard, seen, or read no positive things about
Amway. In fact I have heard it being called an economic cult.
But on the other hand why is it so one sided on the outside?

I am not interested in getting rich, nor am I interested in
most of the products while they are high quality, they are too
expensive for the people who need our services the most.
However I am interested in the mentorship. But is the
mentorship enough to justify staying in. My biggest issue is
that Dream Builders puts to much of a demand on my time that
should be put towards ministry. But these are my concerns and
no one else. But I set myself up for a self-fulfilling
prophecy. I went through all of these objections and found
that I am still on board.
After about a week, I noticed that WWDB had taken $0.30 out of
my bank account every day sense I Luanched. For someone who
lives with every penny counted down to the cent, so it could
be used $20.00 is gas money to get to work. With 3
transactions in the whole my bank changed me $210.00 in bank
fees. Needless to say that is no way fo me to make money. I
put stop payments on all things Amway and I will not have
anything to do with it. I still have not told them that I am
out or why but I am not interested in them trying to fix the
problem either.
A day passed into the next and I had a chance to cool off and
take another look at finances. The discrepancy was on my part.
I had signed up for an app that pays on your bills every time
you swipe your card. I forgot about it. It didn’t help that I
started watching YouTube viedos about how bad Amway is. But
the bad press got me asking more questions.
Why is there no middle ground? I have not met one person
who doesn’t have a strong opinion good or bad but not
one person is in the grey area with such a discussion.
In the meantime there is snow on the grounds and I may
have to sleep in my car to make gas stretch. Trust me at
37° F, I am motivated to make this work.
What motivation is there to keep someone from earning a
little more freedom? Is this question connected to the
agenda that individual slave maters have for their

charge?
If we have technology to do away with the use of fossil
fuels, why haven’t we?
The answer may be found in the modivation behind the creation
of government. Government serves no purpose other than
establishmentof control over the working population. For this
reasn anyone who lives outside of the social paradigm are
treated like public enemy number one.
I mean if you thnk about it, the first #MLM was started by the
one man that had something that everyone wanted but he was the
only person who could make if. He probably was not the alpha
of the group but he learned while others could not. Remember
that knowledge is freedom.
Like the man who dicovered how to make fire and quickly
learned that because of that knowledge he could tell others
what he needed to be done and they would do it. Mankind tends
to sacrifice freedom for comfort. The Fire keeper would soon
become chief and others would collect what is needed to create
fire. They would also go to war to protect the secret of that
flame. Thus the monarchy was created.
Governments fear that which can’t be controled. A homeless
person has no roots in the community, therefore can’t be
controlled. So what does the local government do to solve the
problem? They make it illegal to be homeless with in the city
limits. The government does so because a homelessness person
has no guarantee that he or she will feel obligated to keep a
job and do his or her part as a produtive member of slavery.
The time cock is our modern whip master, our debts are our
chains. Anarchy Empowered doesn’t offer anyone a job. We offer
a life changing event. An event that will hopefully help you
change the way you view yourself and the way the world views
you. Our culture has been conditioned to reject anything
outside of the recommended industrial oppression. So this

journey will not be easy.
If you Google our supplier you will not find any positive
feedback because we are Anarchy Empowered and we are fighting
a war that has been on going since the first walled cities
were erected. The opressor destroys families. Puts people in
jail for just trying to get a nights sleep. It has been known
to take the lives of the weaker members of society, such as
young children, and the elderly. Our enemy is known by only
one name. The opressor I speak of is known only as Poverty.
Are you ready to join the fight?
Like I said before, we are an underground grassroots
resistance group. We are not offering a job. We will help you
get a job if you need one be we hope that you will take us
seriously enough to want to join us.
The is not a get rich quick. We will teach you to make
connections and drive your business to success, but you only
get out of it what you put into it. Below is a link to an
audio book that explains why we are using the MLM model for
our ministry.
If you are sold and you want to give it a try go and visit our
online store and find the business opportunity link. You can
sign up there or if you are in the Vancouver Washington, North
Portland Metropolitan area you can have a more direct
mentorship through Anarchy Empowered and our affiliates. Just
Text Tony at (971) 718-0430
Anarchy Empowered will help you find a job in the hope that
you will jion the fight. Just talk to your field director. We
are well connected.
Turning a 2001 Nissan Pathfinder into a state of the art
mission vehicle takes more than know how, it takes money. As
it stands, we have hit a few obstacles along the way.
The oil pan gasket needs to be replaced. Not to mention the

fact that that Pathfinder is my only vehicle and I need it to
go to work. That is right guys I have a full time job and I
live the life that you read about.

I love the way Anarchy Empowered changes lives. The video
below is the reason why.
Please Visit Our Storeor
Support us on our Patreon Page

